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Welcome parents,
Hope you all had a wonderful week. We also had a lovely week here at school.
The children this week have been doing review of what they have been learning
through this month.
Our Step 1 and Step 2 classes theme this month was What time is it?, the
children learnt throughout this month all about different greetings, for example how
to greet people in the morning time; as well daily routines and specific times for
each activity. The Step 2 classes even went beyond and learnt about how the clock
works and how to properly tell time, as well how the big and little hands on the clock
work. With this being said the children went over all these topics and reviewed what
they have learnt. The children also were able to look over the academics they were
learning this month, they reviewed their sounds and numbers. Even though they
were doing review all week, the children still got to engage in fun activities. In
teacher Julie’s class the children made a fun sun craft by cutting a plastic cup in
long strips and using as a stamp to paint a sun, they also played a daily routine
bingo game and won sweets; then on Friday they reviewed their letter sound e and
made French toast, which uses eggs. In teacher Joan’s class the children reviewed
number 18 and traced the number, as well letter H. They also went over their daily
routines like for the morning, for example brushing their teeth and colored a picture
of a child brushing their teeth. For step 2 in Teacher Scovia’s class they made a
clock flower, where the flower petals were the minutes of the clock and for both
classes the children went over the letter sound ch and sh. They did a worksheet
circling the correct sound for each picture. As well in for Teacher Ritah’s class the
kids went over their shapes and made a lovely shape butterfly. How fascinating?!
Great job everyone. What a wonderful week it was!

In our Step 3 classes this week the students were also doing review from their topic of science,
they re-examined what they have learnt this month all about science and did some fun
activities. The children reviewed shapes and sizes, 3D structures and density. For their
activities they were able to sort out different shapes according to their sizes and did a density
experiment where they took eggs, warm water and salt and made predictions to what would
happen to the eggs when placed in the salt water. Very neat friends. Great week of review for
Step 3 as well!!

Please Note:

7:00 am and 3:30 pm

Dates to remember…
Term 2 ending 11th March 2022

**1 week break**
Term 3 starting 21st March
2022

Parents please be aware of our drop
off and pick up times. Class starts at
9:00am, we appreciate it if your child
can arrive on time; so they won’t miss
out on anything.
In case you will be late in the evening
please kindly call our office line or
Teacher Julie and inform us of the
time you will be arriving.
Office Number: 0414666398
Teacher Julie’s Number: 0778636784

